
ALSO RECOMMENDED

Sandra Branco
Culture Smart! Brazil
2014, PAPER, 168 PAGES
A concise, well-illustrated and practical guide to 
local customs, etiquette and culture.

Alex Robinson
Footprint Handbook Rio De Janeiro & 
Southeast Brazil
2016, PAPER, 176 PAGES
A sturdy practical guide in the British Footprint 
series, featuring in-depth practical information, 
sketch maps and an overview of  history and 
culture.

Gordon Kerr
A Short History of  Brazil, From Pre-
colonial Peoples to Modern Economic 
Miracle
2014, PAPER, 160 PAGES
A wonderfully succinct history of  Brazil which 
sprints from its indigenous peoples, discovery 
in 1500 and days as an independent monarchy 
to the present day. Kerr finishes with the 
difficulties Brazil faces in the 21st century: 
economic inequality, ruthless exploitation of  
the country’s natural resources and political 
corruption.

Ruy Castro
Bossa Nova, The Story of  the Brazilian 
Music That Seduced the World
2003, PAPER, 372 PAGES
Journalist Ruy Castro interviewed everyone 
who had anything to do with Bossa Nova for 
this animated history, capturing not only the 
personalities of  pioneers like Antonio Carlos 
Jobim and Joao Gilberto but also the spirit of  
Rio de Janeiro in the 1960s.

ESSENTIAL

Joseph Page
The Brazilians
1996, PAPER, 540 PAGES
A clear and compelling introduction to the 
country, covering politics, history, economics, 
culture, and character. The turmoil and 
ecological destruction in the Amazon basin 
is discussed in one of  the many thought-
provoking chapters.

Alexis Levitin (Editor)
Brazil, A Traveler’s Literary 
Companion
2009, PAPER, 256 PAGES
The latest in the excellent series. The diverse 
stories in this enticing anthology edited 
by Levitin introduce Brazil and a host of  
contemporary writers, including greats like 
Jorge Amado and Machado de Assis, as well as 
newcomers.

Adrian Forsyth, Ken Miyata
Tropical Nature
1984, PAPER, 248 PAGES
Two uncommonly observant and thoughtful 
field biologists offer a lucid portrait of  the 
tropics through 17 marvelous essays that 
introduce the habitats, ecology, plants and 
animals of  the Central and South American 
rainforests.

DK Publishing
Eyewitness Guide Brazil
2018, PAPER, 448 PAGES
A beautifully illustrated guide covering Brazil’s 
history, culture, music and diverse natural 
attractions. With maps and limited practical 
information.

Borch Maps
Brazil Map
2015, MAP
A handy folded, laminated map of  Brazil at a 
scale of  1:4,000,000. Includes insets of  Buenos 
Aires and Montevideo.

READING GUIDE

BRAZIL

To enhance your travel experience, we’ve compiled a selection of  favorite, new, and hard-to-find books 
about your destination. Feel free to visit your local bookstore or library for your reading materials.



Juliana Barbassa
Dancing With the Devil in the City of  
God, Rio De Janeiro on the Brink
2015, HARD COVER, 336 PAGES
This kaleidoscopic portrait of  Rio brings key 
players into focus, revealing a fast-moving 
city on the rise, struggling to become a true 
global city and transcend its history of  wild 
inflation, drug wars, corrupt leaders and dying 
neighborhoods.

Joe Kane
Running the Amazon
1990, PAPER, 278 PAGES
A best-selling account of  a 4,000-mile 
expedition from the high Andes to the Atlantic 
by foot, raft and kayak -- an expedition only 
four of  the ten participants finished.

Bill Clinton (Introduction), Fernando Henrique Cardoso
The Accidental President of  Brazil, A 
Memoir
2006, PAPER, 291 PAGES
A vibrant memoir by Brazil’s former 
president, in office from 1995 to 2002, who 
offers a candid, wry, illuminating view of  the 
irrepressibly attractive country.

Jorge Amado
Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands
2006, PAPER, 576 PAGES
The best known novel by Brazil’s much loved 
author. Amado spins a satiric tale of  a young 
cooking teacher in Salvador, Bahia, who is 
haunted by her first husband, a philandering 
ne’er do well who dropped dead at carnival.

Ann Patchett
State of  Wonder, A Novel
2012, PAPER, 368 PAGES
Pharmacologist Marina Singh travels to 
the heart of  the Amazon to investigate the 
reported death of  her colleague, a field 
researcher for a top-secret fertility drug.

J.C. Kricher, Mark Plotkin (Introduction)
The New Neotropical Companion
2017, PAPER, 448 PAGES
A tropical primer aimed at the motivated 
general reader. It’s a systematic overview 
of  the ecology, habitats, animals, plants and 
ecosystems of  Central and South America. For 
those not put off  by Latin names and concepts 
like “Batesian Mimicry,” this handbook is a 
great introduction to the region. A revised, 
updated second edition.

Michael Goulding, Ronaldo Barthem, Efrem Ferreira
The Smithsonian Atlas of  the Amazon
2003, HARD COVER, 254 PAGES
This beautiful, profusely illustrated atlas of  
the river includes its major tributaries and 150 
full-color maps. Goulding (Floods of  Fortune) 
and Brazilian biologists Barthem and Ferreira 
provide the accompanying text.

Regis St. Louis
Brazil
2014, HARD COVER, 320 PAGES
This well-designed coffee table book serves 
as an excellent, colorful primer to the country 
and its history, covering the varied landscapes, 
diverse cultures and regional customs, including 
Carnival and soccer.

Heloisa M. Starling, Lilia Moritz Schwarcz
Brazil, A Biography
2018, HARD COVER, 688 PAGES
Whether read in its entirety or “a la carte,” 
this epic history of  Brazil provides exemplary 
coverage of  the country’s economic and 
political dysfunction as it leads readers from 
the 16th century to 2016.

Michael Reid
Brazil, The Troubled Rise of  a Global 
Power
2016, PAPER, 352 PAGES
In this multi-faceted profile of  Brazil, Michael 
Reid delves into history, geography, culture, 
economics, politics and much more. He 
presents Brazil as an emergent world leader 
that is struggling mightily against many forces, 
including corruption and a starkly divided 
populus.

Boris Fausto, Arthur Brakel
Concise History of  Brazil
2014, PAPER, 362 PAGES
A well-paced and readable narrative history of  
Brazil, from Portugese colonization in 1500 
to centuries of  slave economy to 20th century 
dictatorship.

Paulo,  Knauss de Mendonca (Editor), Amy Chazkel 
(Editor), Daryle Williams (Editor)
The Rio De Janeiro Reader, History, 
Culture, Politics
2015, PAPER, 464 PAGES
With a mix of  primary documents, many 
appearing here in English for the first time, this 
miscellany provides definitive coverage of  450 
years of  life in Rio de Janeiro.

John Hemming
Tree of  Rivers, The Story of  the 
Amazon
2009, PAPER, 368 PAGES
Hemming captures the ambition, greed and 
awe of  naturalists, explorers and missionaries -- 
and their devastating impact on native peoples 
-- in this absorbing human history.

David Goldblatt
Futebol Nation, The Story of  Brazil 
Through Soccer
2014, PAPER, 320 PAGES
A brilliant portrait of  Brazil through its 
national obsession: soccer, futebol, “O Jogo 
Bonito” (The Beautiful Game).  



James Kavanagh
Brazil Birds
2016, PLASTIC CARD
A folding wildlife guide designed for quick 
reference in the field. With full-color images 
and text, it features more than 140 birds often 
seen in Brazil.

James Kavanagh
Brazil Wildlife
2016, PLASTIC CARD
A folding wildlife guide designed for quick 
reference in the field. With full-color images 
and text, it features more than 140 creatures 
often seen in Brazil.

Ber Van Perlo
Field Guide Birds of  Brazil
2009, PAPER, 496 PAGES
This comprehensive field guide features 187 
beautifully drawn full-color plates with over 
1,800 species accounts, including a distribution 
map for each species.

L.H. Emmons
Neotropical Rainforest Mammals, A 
Field Guide
1997, PAPER, 298 PAGES
Compact enough to slip into your daypack, 
this field guide to the mammals of  Central 
and South America features 29 color plates of  
more than 200 species.


